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A Tale of 2 Cities—And a World

NorthAmerica is flipped on its axis. Not long ago, Canada was a strong, 'free expres-
sion' democracy, but now, sadly, Ottawa, vies with China and the United States for re-
pression honors. At a time when only the dumbed-down and uninformed remain on the 
'vaccine' bandwagon, the Canadian Health Minister informs Canucks that a 'booster 
will be required every 9 months—that there are no longer 'fully-vaccinated'—only 'up to 
date'. In dictatorial support, Justin Fidel, Jr. is seeing his way clear, to ban 'all' guns.      

'Up to date' is 'language shift', as done with 'global warming', when it didn't account 
for 'cold snaps' of 50 years resulting from cycles of reduced solar-flare activity. Simply 
rename it 'climate change', allowing more inclusive blame for fluctuations in weather, 
hotter or colder, to be heaped on humans. But, let's get back to 2 cities and a world.

At Mexico City (known for corruption), President Lopez Obrador is a fierce defender 
of Julian Assange and his work to release classified documents through Wikileaks. He 
views Assange as 'the best journalist of our time' and his prosecution as 'an embar-
rassment to the world'. In his opinion, the Statue of Liberty needs to be taken down.

Unlike 'Little Fidel', Obrador and Vladimir Putin are bucking a failing US empire, each 
attacked with unrelenting US propaganda, with a sole function of keeping populations  
subdued and in-line—just enough to give elites opportunity to take ultimate control.

But elites forget that human nature is grounded in personal freedom, which, in the 
end, topples despots. In Australia, Morrison was driven-out, and Trudeau's regime is 
increasingly unpopular—his 'strong support' collapsing into single digits. Cobbled with 
a rival party, he ostensibly holds power into 2025, but political fortunes, more often than 
not, change rapidly. That health minister could soon be wiping tables at Tim Horton's.  

The positive thing about 'woke' is how utterly stupid they are, and, how other than 
through a controlling tyranny, there is no way they hang on to power. Albert Einstein got 
it right: "The difference between genius and stupidity is that genius has its limits". And, 
with what is coming, elites are to be crushed by the weight of their own propaganda.

The problem with propaganda is the more it is allowed to run (unaccountably) wild, 
the more far-fetched it becomes, and, in the wake of the number of persons injured by 
its lies, there gathers a backlash that comes for the elite—with swiftness and savagery.

2 examples are the hysteria built into lies about Covid and its consequences, as well 
as what is going on in Ukraine. Since my last article was about the virus, I'll take 



Ukraine as an example of propaganda gone wrong—and a coming retribution for it.
We in the West are lied to about everything, and Ukraine is something. Putin's de-

mands for Russian security are valid: Ukraine needs to de-Nazify and return to a state 
of neutrality. Where did those ideas come from? At Potsdam, in 1945, 3 allies, the US, 
Britain and the Soviet Union, gathered for the purpose of demilitarizing/de-Nazifying 
the enemy. These are Putin's demands, 75 years later, for Donbas and Ukraine.

Ukraine never intended to fulfill the Minsk Agreements—it was a ruse, allowing time 
for US neocons to pursue regime change in Russia. Instead of de-militarizing, Ukraine 
increased the shelling of a semi-autonomous Donbas (made up of Russians who have 
always been Russian), murdering 14,000, while massing troops along that border.

We are besieged with lies about how the UKR war is going. Russia came in with 
230K troops, to take on a well-trained, well-equipped UKR army of 600K. From day 1, 
UKR lost the war. More and more equipment and dollars flow in but there is no one left 
who knows how to use either. And this is not like 2004 when the US invaded Iraq, with 
the world assuming we had a plan, when we did not. Now they know we do not.

Since WW2, Ukraine has not de-Nazified, but planning for UKR to join NATO has 
been ongoing, making Russia's invasion justified for its self-defense—any other inter-
pretation is just wrong. Inevitably, Russia's demands will be met, either in a Western 
whimper, when forced to give up sanctions or starve/freeze, or in an expanded war.

Some months ago, Russia would have been more forthcoming with peace terms. But 
not now—too many Russian moms and sweethearts have had that visit from the 'com-
fort team'. Now, Russia will resiliently defang and de-Nazify the whole of Ukraine be-
cause Zelensky is nuts and will do anything to appease his Nazis. At the same time, 
the West becomes 'increasingly unhinged'. Maybe willing to risk having DC in cinders?

Russia is forced to take Odessa, creating a land bridge to protect its navy. It also has 
to take control of everything up to the Dnieper River because long-range missiles being 
provided to Ukraine by the US have a range to strike Russia from Ukrainian locations.

As with, yet un-arrived destruction and genocide from 'vaccines' and lockdowns, the 
fallout from Ukraine will also come as unanticipated shock. The propaganda for 'vac-
cines', Ukraine, and the US economy, will each fail, and there will be 'hell to pay'. 

The elite are aware of what is in the works and they are terrified. If they can't steal 
an election this fall, 'nooses' will knotted with a lynch mob favorite—'hangman's knot'.     

What can we do to protect ourselves in an economic environment (as Bill Holter said 
today), where the world is entering a trade mechanism where something real is traded 
for something real—displacing a US model built on false dollars and empty promises.

For the time being, Bitcoin is exposed as speculative and risky. Real estate may 
soon be a wasteland, subject to wealth tax and 3rd party control. Stocks and bonds will 
become a definition for lunacy. 'Last man standing' is commodities—where gold is king.

In the US, it's fortunate for us that gold and silver are, as yet—unrealized wealth. But 
that won't last. During this short time, now until the Western world realizes its plight, 
some silver and gold coins can still be had, but like mortgage rates of 2.99%, that will 
soon end and precious metals will not be an option. For right now, they are your gift.

For what's coming we need the 3Gs. Residing in a 'blue' state, needs a 'getaway' in 
a 'red' state. But, without the other 2, 'guns' and 'gold', you maybe don't escape nothin.

My fiction can be read at neverhadaboss.com. Contrarians can subscribe for my ar-
ticles: erik@neverhadaboss.com. I enjoy your email comments, and thanks for reading


